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AbstPrrct. We consider the relation between the rclativixed polynomial time hierarchy and 
relativixations of Gill’s class PP of sets recogni??ble En polynomial time by probabilistic Turing 
machines and of Valiant’s class D # P of sets polynomial time Turing reducible to functions that 
give the number of accepting computations of nondettrministic polynomial-time bounded Turing 
machines. The main result is that there exists an oracle set A such that PPA - (I@” u 2’2”) f 0, 
with the corollary that also D # PA - (@‘^ u .XcA) t’ 0. The proof is an application of Baker and 
Selman’s technique for showing that Z:A &‘A for :Eome oracle set A. 
1. Introduction 
Several investigators have considered the idea of looking at the number (or 
fraction) of accepting computations among all the computations of a nondeter- 
ministic machine on a given iriput, and posed questions about the relations between 
notions of computation based on this idea :tnd the more familiar notions of 
deterministic and nondeterministic omputatior, specifically relations to the classes 
P and NP of sets recognizablie deterministically and nondeterministically in poly- 
nomial time. We briefly descraibe three such approaches. 
Gill [4] defines computation on a ‘probabilist% Turing machine’ by saying that an 
input is accepted by a mac’!hine if and only if the probability of an accepting 
computation of the machine on the input exceeds $ (where each binary nondeter- 
ministic choice is viewed as a Bernoulli trial wi::h p = 1:. EIe denotes PP the class of 
sets recognized by polynomial-time bounded probabilistic Turing machines. It is not 
difficult to see that NP = PP; however, the quek+tion f whether P = ?PP is open. 
Miller [6] and1 Adleman and Manders [ 1] define an apparently more restricted and 
6pr;a&al’ notion of random recognition, by aalalogy to probabilistic algorithms to 
test prim&y [8]. In this definition, a machine i’M recognizes a set S provi.ded for all 
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XL S there is no accepting computation of M on input X, and for all x E S, the 
probability of an accepting computation of Jti on input x exceeds 3. (Note that there 
are probabilistic Turing machines that do not recognize, in this sense, any set.) If we 
denote by RP (Adleman and Manders use simply R) the class of sets recognizable in 
this sense by polynomial-time bounded nondeterministic Turing machines, then it is 
not difficult to see that RP s NP; however, the question of whether P = ?RP is open. 
Valiant [ 10,111 considers the class of functions f such that for some polynomial- 
time bounded nQndeterministic Turing machine M and for all inputs X, f(x) is 
precisely the number of distinct accepting computations of iU on input X. This class 
he denotes by #P. A typical member of #P is the function that gives for each labelled 
graph the number of distinct Hamiltonian paths in the graph. Valiant considers a 
related class of sets which he denotes by D # P consisting of those sets that can be 
recognized by deterministic polynomial-time bounded Turing machines with oracles 
for members of #P. It is not difficult to see that BP c D # P; however, the question of 
-whether P = ?D # P is open. 
To summarize the known relations amon,g these classes, 
and it is an open question whether any of these inclusions is proper. If we consider 
these classes relativized to oracle sets, then a bit more can be said about the inclusions 
for them. It is not difficult to verify that for every oracle set A, 
P” c RP* E NP* ,c PP* 5 D # PA ,c PSPACE*. 
Furthermore, for example, there exist oracle sets A and B such that PA = NP* and 
PBsNP”. This and other results concerning relations among the relativized classes 
P’ ‘, NP’ ‘, co-NP’ ) andl PSPACE” may be found in [2]. Rackofi [7] has shown that 
there exist oracle sets A and B such that PA = RP*sNP* and PBsRPB = NPB. 
Baker and Selman [3] have considered classes higher in the polynomial time 
hierarchy [9,12] and shown that there exists an oracle set A such that X~*&‘*. 
In this paper we show that there exists an oracle set A such that PP* - 
(Xc” u @“) # 0 and consequently D #PA -(.X7* u l7,““) # 0. The proof pro- 
ceeds by giving some sufficient conditions for the application of Baker and Selman’s 
ingenious argument showing that there exists an oracle set A such that Z,“” &*. It 
is hoped that these conditions will be of use in similar situations. In addition, we 
formulate a notion of recognizing properties of the oracle set that seems to underlie 
this and other relativization arguments. We also give a particular nonuniform 
analogue of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy that appears to formalize a 
fairly common tool of thought in this area, and also seems to be a natural setting for 
the combinatorial portion of Baker and Selman’s argument (Lemma 4.4). 
Concerning the relation between counting problems and the polynomial-time 
hierarchy, it should bz noted that Mathon [S] has shown that the problem of 
determining the number of isomorphisms between two labelled graphs is poly- 
nomial-time Turing reducible to a set in NP, by using the group structure of the set of 
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isomorphisms. This result has the corollary that if counting graph isomorphisms were 
complete in #I’ (with respect o polynomial-ti.me Turing reducibility), then we would 
have D #a? G X,” u Z7:, in contrast to the relativized case. However, the question of 
whether counting graph isomorphisms is complete in #P is open. Also no poly- 
nomial-time reduction is known of a problem proved to be complete in #P, (e.g., 
counting Hamiltonian circuits or counting perfect matchings in a graph [ 10,111) to a 
eve1 in the polynomial-time hierarchy. 
2. Definitions 
In this section we describe our basic model of computation and give definitions of 
the relativized classes of interest to us in the remainder of this paper. Other 
definitions are introduced as required in subsequent sections. 
The alphabet is C = (0, l}. The set of all words over C is denoted C*. The length of 
a string y E C* is denoted 1~1. The set of all strings over C of length TZ is denoted Cn. 
The cardinality of a set S is denoted IS]. If S c X*, then C* -S is denoted $, 
The model of computation we use is an oracle Turing machine acceptor. This is a 
Turing machine with several one-way infinite tapes: a read-only input tape, a finite 
number of read-write work tapes, a write-only oracle query tape, and a read-only 
oracle answer tape. Each tape has a single head, initially positioned at the first square 
of the tape. Initially, all tapes except the input tape are blank, and the input tape 
contains the input string followed by blanks. There is a distinguished initial state of 
the machine, and some states of the machine are accept states, same others are reject 
states. Whenever the machine enters an accept or reject state, the com.putation is 
terminated and called accepting or rejecting accordingly. In addition, there are two 
other distinguished states, the query state and the answer state. Computations of the 
machine are defined with respect o an oracle function, which is any total function 
from C* to C*. Steps of the machine involving neither ihe query nor the answer state 
are defined as usual. When the machine enters the query state, if the initial nonblank 
portion of the query tape is the string x E C* and the oracle function is f9 then at the 
next step, the query tape is erased to blanks and its head is positioned to the first 
square, the answer tape contains the string f(x) followed by blanks and its head is 
positioned to the first square, and the machine is in the answer state. No other tape 
contents or head positions are altered in this step 
An oracle Turing machine acceptor may be either deterministic or nondeter- 
ministic. We shall want to use subsets of .X* as oracles; these are assumed to be 
presented by their characteristic functions. The name of such a machine will typical!j, 
be written 44” to indicate that it takes an oracle. Machine M” with oracle f (a 
function) or A (a set) will be denoted Mf or MA. 
Such a machine () will be said to run in time t(n) if and only if for every 01 acle 
function f : C* + C* and for every nonnegative integer y1 and every string x E Z”, 
every computation of iMf on input x terminates after at most t(n) steps in an ac’iept 
or reject state. 
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In particular, we consider the sequence of polynomials p1, ~2, ~3, l . . where pi(X) = 
xi + i for all i, X, and a standard e8ective enumeration of deterministic oracle Turing 
machine acceptors M:‘, M$‘, J& . . . and of nondeterministic oracle Turing 
machine acceptors N\‘, N$‘, N&j!, . . . such that for each i, MI ) and Ni’ run in time pi. 
For each A G 2$*, the class PA is the collection of all sets S 5 C* such that for some 
i, for all x E ,Z*, x E S if and only if the unique computation of MA on input x halts in 
an accept state. 
For each A c_ Z*, the class NPA is the collection of all sets S G X* such that for 
some i, for all x E Z*, x E S if and only if some compute* 3n of Nf on input x halts in 
an accepting state. 
Given A c C* and x E X*, we define the probability associated with a particular 
computation of Np on input x as 2-*k, where k is the number of nondeterministic 
binary choices occurring in this particular computation. For each A G 2l*, the class 
PPA is the collection of all sets S c C* such that for some i, for all x E X*, x E S if and 
only if the sum of the probabilities associated with accepting computations of N? on 
input x exceeds 4. This definition differs slightly from Gill’s in [4], but as he points out 
there, the same class is defined. In particular, we note that PPA is closed under 
complementation. 
For each A s Z*, # P” is the class of functions f : C* +C* such that for some i 
and all x E Z*, f(x) is the binary representation of the number of distinct accepting 
computations of Nn on input x. 
For each A e 2*, D # PA is the class of sets S c C* such that for some i and for 
some f~ # PA, and for all x E Z*, x E S if and only if the unique computation of Mf 
on input x halts in an accepting state 
Finally, to define J$” and npA, for each A EC* we say XFA is the class of sets 
S 2 C* such that SE NP’ for some B E NPA. ncA is the set of all sets S s C* such 
that s E .XFA . We shall rely on a characterization of Z7TA given in [3] as follows. Let 
Ut denote the set of all those x E C* such that for all y E C* with Iyl G pi(lxl) there 
exists a z EC* with lzl Cpi(Ixl) such that MA accepts (x, y, z) where (a, b, c) is some 
standard linear-time computable ncoding of a triple of strings into a single string. 
Then also n,“” = { Uf, U& U& . . . }. 
Each of these definitions can be viewed as specifying a function mapping oracle 
szts A c 2% into classes or sets; we shall denote these functions by 
P’ ), NP’ ): PP’ ), #P’ )v D # P’ ), 29’ ), I7,“’ ), an:d Vi ) respectively, and speak of them 
somewhat loosely as ‘relativized classes’ or ‘aelativized sets’. This should, however, 
lead to no ambiguity. We omit a definition of RP or RPA, since this is not required in 
what follows; see [ 1,7] for these detinitions. 
3. Oracle properties 
In several o:F the proofs concerning relativized complexity classes, it seems natural 
to view the oracle machines as attempting to recognize certain properties of the 
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oracle set, where the particular input string serves only to select a certain portion of 
the oracle set. More concretely, a tvpical recognition problem is: “accept he input x 
if and only if the subset of strings of length IX 1 <of the oracle set has property 0.” For 
example, Q is nonemptiness in Baker, Gill, and Solovay’s construction of a set A 
such that FbA#iPA. We formalize this notion below. 
A ranked oracle property Q is an indexed collection of classes Q = 
{Qo, Q1,92,. . . } such that each Q, is a subset of 8(Z”). Thus Q, specifies which szts 
of strings of length n have the ‘desired property’. For brevity, we shall omit the word 
‘ranked’ in the remainder of this paper. An oracle property Q is recursive if and only 
if the map;n - Qn can be computed by a Turing machine, using some straightforward 
representation of the finite collection Qn of finite sets. 
If Q is any oracle property, we define a related map 30 from oracle sets to 
recognition problems as follows. For each set A c E*, 
&(A) = {x E 2”*: A n Z’“’ E Q,,,}. 
If %?’ ) = cs:‘, sy, s:‘, . . . } is a relativized class of sets, (e.g., @’ is one of 
NP” ,?() etc.), then we say Si ) represents oracle property Q if and only if for every 
set A s Z*I Sf = %!&A). 
The connection between relativized classes of sets %(I and oracle properties Q is 
in some cases given by a kind of ‘uniformity’ lemma that states that either for some 
set A, B!o(A) & qA or for some positive integer i, Si ) represents Q. Clearly, if no Si ) 
represents Q, then for each i there exists A such that Sp Z&&4). What such a 
lemma asserts is that then there will exist a single set A such that for all i, S? Z 
%&A), an interchange of quantifiers. We state such a lemma formally for _nF’ ). 
Lemma 3.1. Let I72p.O = {Vi’, U:‘, U:‘, . . . ) be as in Section 2. Then for every 
(recursive) oracle property Q either there exists a (recursive) oracle set A such that 
B*(A) ti l7,“^ or for some i, U i ’ represents Q. 
This lemma is used implicitly by Baker and Selman in the reduction of Theorem 
2.3 to Lemma 2.4 in [3]. We sketch the proof of this L!:mma, which relies on closure 
of 41TA under finite variation and on the finiteness of the number of oracle queries 
affecting the acceptance of any given input. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let Q be any oracle property. Suppose that Vi’ does not 
represent Q for any i. We define by stages an oracle set A such that Br,(A) & l79”. 
After stage i we shall have determined the set Ai of all numbers of A of length at 
most Iti in such a way that no matter how the definition of A is completed, 
u:‘, u& . . . , Uf are all distinct from 9&(A). 
As a basis, we take no = 0 and A0 =O. At each stage, it will be possible to extend 
the definition of A as specified unless it happens at some stage i that for every 
possible extension of the definition of A, Uf = &(A). If this is the case, then for 
every set B of strings of length exceeding Iti-i, UC := %0(C), where C = Ai- u B. 
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Then we may ‘patch up’ Vi ) to get some CJj ) that represents Q as follows. We begin 
by defining a machine M’ ! 
Let D be any oracle set and (x, y, z) be any input string. If Ix ] s IQ-~, then query D 
about every st.ring of length IX 1 and accept (x, y, z) iE and only if the set of members of 
&) of length I,xI is a member of Q 1~1. (This part may be done by table lookup.) If 
1x(> n i-l, then let y’ and z’ be obtained from y and z by deleting any symbols after 
the initial pi( ix 1) symbols and simulate Mc on input (x, y ‘, z’), where C = Ai u B and 
B is the set of strings of B of length exceeding ni-1, and accept (x, y, z) if and only if 
Mc accepts (x, y’, 2’). 
There exislts ome j - > i that is an index for the defined machine M” in the 
0 enumeration M:‘, Mz , . . . of deterministic polynomial-time bounded oracle Turing 
machines. It is then straightforward but tedious to verify that Up = &(D) for every 
oracle set n, i.e., Uj’ represents Q. This contradicts our hypothesis that no Ui’ 
represents Q. 
Thus, at any stage i there exists a set B of strings of length exceeding ni-1 such that 
UC # 90(C), where C = Ai- u B. Choose some such B and some string xi such that 
xi E UC if and only if xi& 9?,(C). Consider the set of queries in the computation of 
Mc on input (xi, y, z) as y and z vary over all strings of length at most pi(lxiJ). There 
are finitely many such queries in each of finitely many computations, so we may 
choose some n- ,a max{ni.-1, Ixii} such that no string of length exceeding ni is queried 
in these computations. Define Ai to be the set of elements of C = Ai- u B of length 
not exceeding nj, and observe that for any extension of the definition of A, 
because A and C agree on strings of length not exceeding ni. Define A I= LJEo Ai. 
It is clear that B,(A) f Uf for all i, i.e., B,(A) li l7,“^. 
For the version of the lemma in which both Q and A are recursive, we need to 
verify that the definition of A may be made recursive by trying all finite extensions of 
Ai- at stage i until an appropriate xi is found. 
4. Recision trees 
In this section we define a ‘model of computation’ that gives a finite, non-uniform 
.analogue of sets in the relativized polynomial time hierarchy. We give a formulation 
of the ingenious argument of Baker and Selman in [3] for this model, which is then 
used to obtain our main result in the next section. 
A uniform decision tree of rank n is an ordered pair T = (t, 11, where t is a rooted 
ordered binary tree and I is a function on the nodes of t that maps every internal node 
of t to an element of 2” and every leaf of t to an element of (0, 1). For such a 7” if 
S c 2*, then there is a unique path r(S) = (uo, ul, . . . , uk) from the root uo of t to a 
leaf uk of t such that for each i, 0 G i C k, if &ui) E S, then Uii.1 is the left son of ui in t, 
otherwise ui+l is the right son of ui. We shall say that T accepts S if and only if 
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l(uk) = 1, otherwise we say T rejects S. Define the collection of subsets of Cn 
accepted by T: 
J&,(T) = {S c C” : T accepts S}. 
The height of T is simply the heig t of t as a binary tree, i.e., the number of edges in 
the longest path from root to leaf. For each m, n 2 0 let 
T”, = {T: T is a uniform decision tree of rank n and height WZ}. 
The corresponding classes of sets are 
B”, =(&n(T): T E 9;). 
Example 4.1. A member of 9: is exhibited in Fig. 1 that accepts all 96 subsets of 
(0, 1}3 that contain 001,010, and 100 or that contain 111 but not 001. 
Fig. 1. An element of 9:. 
A decision tree is intended to represent the possible computation paths of an 
oracle machine, each query in a path being represented by an internal node, which 
gives rise to two continuations of the path depending on the answer to the query. -We 
require a notion of bounded union and intersection to correspond to bounded 
quantification. If %’ is any class of sets and k is any nonnegative integer, let 
j/k % = (S: S is a union of s 2& elements of V}, 
l\& % = {s: sis an intersection of < 2& elements of %}. 
The unbounded cases are simply: 
Example 4.2. Let Q be the oracle property of nonemptiness, i.e., Qn = CP(Xn) - {p)) 
for each n. Fix n 3 0. For each it* E Cn let TW E 97 be the tree that tests whether w is 
in the set and accepts if so. Thus &n( T,,,) = (S c 
U lwl=n dn(Tw) SO E Vn 97. This may be pictured as a sort of ‘game tree’ 
ig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Representing nonemptiness. 
We now state and prove the connection we need between represen 
properties by elements of L@’ ) and by intersections of unions of sets recognized by 
decision trees. There is an obvious generalization to @’ ) or Zz’ ) and k alternations 
of AptnJ aad Vptnb 
Lemma 4.3. Let I7,“’ ) = { U: ‘, h/k’, Vi’, . . .I be as in Section 2. Let Q be any oracle 
property and suppose j Z= 1 is such that Vi ’ represents 6. Then there exists a polynomial 
q such that for all n, Qn E Aqln) Vqtn) S& 
Proof. From the definition of Vi ), MI ) is a deterministic oracle Turing machine 
acceptor that runs in time pi and for every R E E*, UF is the set of all x EC* such 
that for all strings y of length at most pi(lxl) ther: exists a string z of length at most 
~~(1~1) such that Mp accepts the input (x, y, z). Choose q to be a polynomial l rger 
than pj such that for any A c 2‘* and any triple (x, y, Z> such that 1~1 s Pj(IXI) and 
12 1 C Pj(lX I>9 Al; runs for at most q(lX 1) steps on input (X, Y, 2). 
Fix n 2 0. For each pair (y, z) such that I y I, Ir 15: pi(n), consider the computation of 
AN; ) on input (0”, y, z). (Differeat oracles A may result in different computation 
paths of Mp on input (0”, y, z).) Construct a decision-tree T(y, t) representing the 
possible paths in this computation by simulating th; computation until it makes a 
query o- halts in an accepting or rejecting state, If it halts, the corresponding path in 
the decision tree is terminated at an appropriately labelled leaf (1 for accept, 0 for 
reject). If it makes a query of a string of length other than n, the simulation is 
continued as though the reply were negative. If the computation queries a string it 
has previously queried along this path, the simulation is continued in accordance with 
the earlier reply. If the computation queries a string u of length rl: that was not 
previously queried along this path, a new internal node is added to the path in the 
decision tree, with the label u. The simulation is then split into two continuations; one 
assuming the reply ‘was ‘yes’, for the left branch of the path, the other assuming the 
reply was ‘no’. 
It should be clear that the decision tree T(y, z) accepts the set S G C” if and only if 
My accepts (O”, y, z). Hence, by the hypothesis that Vi’ represents Q, Q, is 
precisely the set of S c C” such that for all y such that I y I s pi(n) there exists z such 
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that iz 1 c pi(n) and My accepts (0”, y, 2). Thus 
Qn = n u d(~(~, d) 
lYlsPi(n) IzlsPi(n) 
and since 24(n) bounds the number of terms in the union and intersection, Q, E 
Aqd/q~n~ %a,* 
The above lemma allows us to apply lower bounds obtained for the nonuniform 
model to the uniform model. We now isolate the combinatorial content of Baker and 
Selman’s argument in a key lemma concerning l-he power of V ~3: to represent sets. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose R E V 9”, for some m. n 2 1. Suppose that there exists a 
nonempty class K c 9 (2” ) such that 
(i) no element of K is an element of R, and 
(ii) every proper subset of an element of K is an element of R. 
Then there exists a set So E h’ such that mISo’ 3 IKI. 
(Thus, if K contains only ‘small’ sets and contains ‘many’ of them, this gives a lower 
bound on m, the height of the decision tree being used to represent R in V 9k.) 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. The result clearly holds when IK I= 1, so assume IK 1~ 2. Let J 
be an index set such that R = Ujc/&n (Tj) where each Tj E Y:,. Since IKI a 2, there 
exists some nonempty set S E K, so since 0 is a proper subset of S, by (ii), 0 E R, so 
4) E J& (Tj) for some j E J. Consider the path IT accepting 0 in c; this path can query 
at most m strings. Since for each S E K, S& R, so r(P)) must query some string w E S, 
otherwise S will be erroneously accepted by Tfi Thus for each SE K, ~(0) queries 
some string in S, and ~(0) queries at most m distinct strings. Hence there exists a 
string w1 such that ~(0) queries w1 and at least IKl/m elements; of K contain wl. Let 
Q1 = {wl}, K1 = {S E K: w1 E S}, so lKll 3 IKl/m. Inductively, assume we have con- 
structed a set of strings Qi of cardinality i, a subset Ki of K such that Ki = 
{S E K: Qi C_ S}, and lKil> IKI/m’. (This is verified with i = 1 as basis.) Then either 
(i) IK~I=~,so~~IKI/ mi, so we take So to be the unique element of Ki and since 
Qi c So, Is,1 2 i, SO mlSo’ 2 IK 1, or 
(ii) IKi I > 1, so Qi must be a proper subset of some S E Ki, SO Qi E R by (ii). Then for 
some k E J, Tk must accept Qi. If r(Qi) is the path in Tk accepting Qi, then there are 
at most m queries made along the path. Tk must reject every S E Ki, SO for each S E Ki 
there must be some string w E S - Qi that r(Qi) queries, otherwise S would l?e 
erroneously accepted. Thus there is some string w i+l& Qi queried by r( Qi) such that 
at least IKil/m elements of Ki contain wi+l* Choosing Qi+l = QiLJ{wi+l) and 
K i+l ={SEKi: wi+l E S} will confirm the induction hypothesis for i + 1, since by 
hypothesis IKila IKl/mf 
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The form in which Baker and Selman used this argument was actually a little 
different, involving supersets and complements of critical elements. We state this 
form as a lemma; its proof is entirely ai-alogous to that of Lemma 4.4. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppose R E V 9: for some m, n 2 1. Suppose K is a non-empty class of 
sets from 9(X”) such that: 
(i) no element of K is an element of R, and 
(ii) every proper superset of an element of K is an element of R. Then there exists 
some So E ,K such that 
m’=“-so’ 2 IKI* 
As a simple consequence of Lemma 4.4, we may say something about the 
representation f sets in l\k V 9:. 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose R E Ak V9$, for some k, m, n 2 1. Suppose K is a nonempty 
class of sets from 9(X”) such that: 
(i) KnR =0, and 
(ii) every proper subset of an element of K is an element of R. Then there exists some 
So E K such that m Iso’ 2 1K l/2? 
Proof. Fix 
R = ii u &l(Kj,, 
i=l id 
where each Tii c 9:. Let Ri denote 1 J;,&,( Tii) for each i, 1 G i s 2! For each 
SE K, S&R so for some i: 5% Ri. Thus there exists some io such that if Ko = 
{S E K: Sti R,), then I&i > IK1/2”. Apply Lemma 4.4 with &, and this K0 to 
conclude that there is some SO E K0 c K such that m'SO' a l&l 2 1-K 1/2k. 
5. Main rem& 
Define the specific oracle property Q by Q, = {S c; C” : ISI < 2 ln’*‘} for all n 2 0. 
Lemma 5.1. For all A s X*, &,(A) E PPA. 
Proof. By a standard trick we construct a nondeterministic machine with over half its 
computations accepting /;f and only if the number of strings of length n in the oracle 
set is less than 2 ‘n/21 . On input x of length n, make an initial nondeterministic choice 
of alternative (i) or (ii) b 210~: 
(i) generate a string of fi bits nondeterministically nd accept if and only if it is 
among the first 2 ln’*’ such strings in lexicographic order; 
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(ii) generate a string y of length n and query the oracle set, accepting if and only if 
the reply is negative. 
For a given oracle set A, if t = IA n 2” I, the probability of accepting an input is =*i 
if and only if 2 L’d2J +(2” - t) > 2”, i.e., t < 2 Ln/2J. 
Lemma 5.2. There exists a recursive oracle set A s C* such that &(A) & II?“. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that for every recursive A G X*, &(A) E l12’4. 
Then, since Q is a recursive oracle property, by the uniformity lemma (Lemma 3.31) 
there exists an i 3 1 such that Vi’ represents 0. By the lemma on representation 
(Lemma 4.3) there exists a polynomial q such that for all ~120, Q,,, E 
A4tn) V4tn) 94n(+ For each n, let C, = {S G C”: 1st = 2 Ln’2J}, and apply Lemma 4.6 
with Q, for R and C, for K to conclude that there exists ome &-,G C, such that 
(q(n))lsoi a 1C’,,)/2? But we know ISol = 2 Ln’2J and 
lGl=(,x,). 
An elementary argument shows that 
22 (3 c’df >2m2m L 
(q(2m))2m > 2m2m-q(2m), 
a contradiction. 
Corollary 5.3. l%ere exists a recursive oracle set A such that PPA - II,“^ f 0. 
To finish off the proof of the main result, we need the following. 
Lemma 5.4. For any oracle set A ,C 2* if PPA -17FA # 0, then PPA - 
(ZgA ulgA)#O. 
Proof. Suppose S E PPA - n,“^. Define T={lw: ~ES}V{OW: w&S}. We assert 
T E PPA. Note that PPA is closed under complement, sothere exist polynomial-time 
probabilistic oracle Turing machines Ni () arid Ng ’ such that Nf recognizes S and 
Nf recognizes g To recognize T with oracle A, on input x = aw, where a E (0, l), 
select he computation ofNf on w if a = 1, and select the computation ofN 9 on w if 
a = 0; reject x if it is the null string. 
To see that T& (ITpA v CT”) Grst scnppose that T E rlFA. Let 
nomid-time bounded deterministic oracle Turing machine acceptor such that T 
is the set of all x E C* such that for all y E E*, Iy 1 s pi((xI), there exists a z E Z*, 
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lzl G pi(lx]) such that MA accepts (x, y, z). We define a new machine M’ ’ which on 
input (x, y, z) changes the input to (lx, y, z) and calls Mi. If p(n) is the poly- 
nomial P&Z + l), then S will be precisely the set of strings x such that for all 
y E zT*, lyl G p(lxl), there exists z E Ic”, lz I s p( 1x1) such that MA accepts (x, y, z), so 
s E Jr?*, a contradiction. Similarly, if TE Z$*, we may use a machine that 
prefixes a zero to x to see that SE 2$“, so S E @*, a contradiction. 
Thus 2% PPA - (27” u U,““). 
Combining Corollary 5.3 and Lemma 5.4, we have 
Theorem 5.5. There exists a recursive oracle set A such that PP* - (I79” v 27”) f 8, 
and consequently also D #PA - (II?* v C$*) # 8. 
6. Remarks 
One interesting open question is whether there exists an oracle set A such that 
PP*sPSPACE*. Existing techniques, including Rackoff’s argument [7] to construct 
an oracle B such that PB = RPBsNPB, do not seem to suffice in this case. 
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